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IJ , Xl.J Hel1>-flut . schools 
BY KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR. 
. Xavier graduate Richard 
LaJuennes, '75, was instrumen-
tal in. the planning and facilita-
Last Saturday's first Cross- tion of the. event. . I,.aJuennes 
town Help~Out fr1et withgrea:t sue~ first proposed the idea to the 
cess and with hppes of being insti- Community Service committee 
tuted as an annual event. The.event within Xavier's Alumni Asso-
was sponsored by the Alumni Asso- ciation afterthe.1995 Shootout. 
ciations of both Xavier University . · . ''Wh~n we approached ' 
and University of Cincinnati. · UC, they quite enthusiastically 
Volunteers from each school endorsed the idea," LaJuennes '"'' 
engaged in "healthy cooperation" at said. "This was right aftf:r the 
18 schools in Greater cincinnati, exchange between Pete Gillen 
doing everything from painting and and Bob Huggins, when they 






Junior Rod Hinton· was the . . With . great turnout and. L ----'"--------"---'-...:: 
site coordinator for nearby Walnut high amounts of enthusiasm; Pho~os by Tom Decorte . 
Hills High School, .. where· alumni LaJuennesisconfidanttheevent Junior R9derickHinton prepares a wall for . 
. from both schools assisted Walnut·· was a success, especially given .paintingin Saturda)''s <;rosstow~ 1Jelp~Out. 
Hills' studeryts fo painting the fi1;1e ; theco1?1bin~tj().ns9fqiff~t~!1,~.S!.<;.!~P.s: .. "~p1,1J.c!. .. l'.e.. €lllQW~P ;.tosgo .. .hoJn~,'i' saip .... 
arts wing; the library ~rid the tu'tor~ ·· · •."\Veh~dpepplet'roinXU.and · Lruuennes. · ·.· ·. : - - ·· ··· ·· . .. · 
ing room. · UC Clasping hands and working to..: · Several sponsors donated materials 
"The rivalry between ourath- gether. We were at bot.h public and for the event, including paint, T ~shirts and 
letic programs should not hinder the · pdvate schools in' both Cirteinnati :food from Skyline and La.Rosa's for the 
collaborative work we can do within and Northern Kentucky, and alumni dinner· after. the event. . A raffle featuring 
the community," Hinton said. and students from both universities tickets to next year's Crosstown Shootout 
Approximately40 of the esti- participated," LaJuennes said. and other prizes also to.ok place at this din-
Sophomo~e Bobby Friel, a member ofxa.vier' s Student Alumni 
·Association, -was one of the 40 volunteers that helped paint 
walls at Walnut Hills High School as part of the Crosstown 
Help-Out last Saturday. Over 300 people participated. 
mated 300 volunteers were at Wal- "We ev.en had to- do some ner, called the Chill and Grill,. 
nut Hills. negotiating so some volunteers 
Extensive preparation ·part 
ofMuskie's•planforsuccess 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
For Xavier head 
coach Skip Prosser, 'sco~t­
ing ·the opponent is very 
important. His coaching 
It was almost Wednesday philosophyfocusesaloto~ 
morning by the time Xavier wrapped the details of· the other 
up its win over St. Joseph's on Jan. team's game. "I think my 
20. To ac.commodate ESPN2, the job is to give our guys the 
game did not tip off until 9:30 p.m., best chance to win, and try 
and it was just after 11 :30 p.m. when to prepare them the best we 
it ended, a· rnere 84 hours before the · can .to give them every op-
Musketeer; s riext contest. portunity to win," said 
It did not take long for Xavier Prosser. ~·If we lessen. 
to start thinking about its noon game preparation; I feel like that 
that Saturday against Dayton on wouldbecheatingourplay-
ESPN. 
In the postgame press confer-
ence, the media was already asking 
questions· about the coming game. 
"I still remember them.dancing on 
the tables," srud James Posey when 
askedifthe Muskies remember be~ 
ing upset at Dayton last season; 
Actually, .one person started 
thinking aboutplayingthe Flyers a 
lon:g time ago.· ·Assistant coach 
Michael Davenporthad the respon-
sibility ofscouting UD, and began 
• doing so on Jan. 15 .. 
ers." 
Practices are domi- Athletic trai~er Andy McNamee and student 
nated by walking through trainer Dan Shworles unload their gear 
the plays of the upcoming . before theDayton ga'(1le . . 
opponent. Then starters and top tapes of previous games several 
reserves scrimmage against a scout times, looking for patterns and any 
· team which is running .the set plays. 
opponent's plays. For this game, it, In all Davenport has watched 
is Davenport who will get the scout eight tapes ofUD games from this 
team ready. · season, and tapes of the two games 
He began two weeks ago after . Xavierplayedagait'lst the Flyers last 
his last assignment for the Muskies. season. · 
contest against GW. To scout any 
team?Davenport pours over video (Please see Prosser, page 8) 
~--nltl-.m11au~~~ 
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College leaders 
The Advancing Leader Series will sponsor two events this 
semester in an effort to prepare junior and senior college leaders 
for the transition to community leadership. All of the programs 
are free; however, interested students must RSVP by Feb. 19 to 
attend. On Tuesday, Feb. 24, .Brad Johansen, sports director of 
Channel 12 news, will present "Public Speaking: Finding your 
Passion" from 12-1 p.m. in the OKI Room in the University 
Center. Tuesday, March 17, Linwood Battle, Manager of 
Diversity for Procter & Gambfo will present "Contemporary 
Workplace Issues" from 12-1 p.m. in the OKI Room. Call 
Janeece Docal or Kimberlie Goldsberry at 745-4892 to RSVP. 
VITA help 
Are you puzzled by the tax law and which credits and 
deductions you can still take? Free help is available through th~ 
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program, sponsored 
by the Xavier Accounting Society. Help with basic income tax 
returns will be offered Wednesdays from 6-8 p.m. and Saturdays 
from 11 a.m.- l p.m., beginning Feb. 11 through April 8 on the 
second floor of Schott Hall by volunteers from the Internal 
Revenue Service. VITA will be closed over spring break. Bring 
last year's tax returns to VITA. Contact Priscilla O'Clock at 
745-4245 with questions. 
Entertain angels 
Xavier Programs in Peace and Justice will host the St. 
Francis-St. Joseph Catholic Worker House of Cincinnati on 
Sunday,Feb.15 at7:30p.m. in K~lley Auditorium in Alter Hall. 
The movie "Entertaining Angels, the Story of Dorothy Day" will 
be followed by a discussion led by David Deitz, Class of '95, the 
house managerof St. Francis-St. Joseph Catholic Worker House. 
The house is a shelter for homeless men. For further information, 
call Fr. Ben Urmston, S.J., at745~3320. 
Australian gQ~.~t 
Matthew Kelly, a 25-year-old Catholic. Jay ],~rs.On: from 
Australia will speak on "Being a disciple ofChrisnoday" on 
Saturday, Feb. 7 at 5 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel. Mass wfll follow · 
at 6: IS p.m. and a free pizza party will be held aft!!r the service 
in the Terrace Room. Kelly has spoken to groups at Georgetown 
University and other Catholic colleges and universities around 
the world. Call Fr. Matt Gamber, S.J. at 745-3862 with questions. 
' '• ·.• .... · ... 
Sunday, Jan. 25, 1:40 a.m. 
Someone tampered with the smoke detector on Kuhlman 
two east, causing the central fire alarm system to go off. 
Monday, Jan. 26, 1 p.m. 
The Office of Commuter Services r.eported $365 was 
stolen from an office file cabinet. . 
Friday, Jan. 30, 11:40 p.m. 
Two students were issued misdemeanor citations for 
underage purchasing of alcohol while attending an off-cam~ 
pus ~vent at Stones Lanes. 
Police Note of the Week 
Tuesday, Jan. 27, 6 p.m. 
On Jan. 14 at 5:30 p.m., a student in Kuhlman 
reported the theft of several P,ersonal checks which were 
forged and cashed at the campus bookstore. A suspect 
has been identified by campus police. The suspect has 
admitted to the theft and the forgery of the checks and 
will face interdisciplinary charges. 
~ompiled by Amy Zywicki . 
Effective business for XU 
attendance Thursday, 25 of which ences in your life by controlling the 
BY AMY ZYWICKI . were from Xavier. attitude you choose in the face of 
AssT. NEWS EDITOR "ItwasagooddayforXavier," adverse conditions." 
said Withiam. ~'He is a national In 1991, Covey won the 
Last Thursday, best selling name and speaker that we were able _ McFeely Award from the Interna-. 
authorandmotivationalspeaker,Dr .. to bring to Cincinn~ti to spotlight tional Management Council for his 
Stephen Covey spoke to a sold-out · our business college." contributions to the field of man-
crowd about his newest program, At the seminar, Covey identi- agement education. 
"The Four Roles of a Leader: What fled- the four basic needs he finds · He has been called one of 
Every Employee Must Kno.w to Get essential for an organization to work America's 25 most influential people 
the Cooperation Your Organization effectively. These are to live, to. by Time and is the author of five 
Needs." •'love, to learn and to leave a legacy. , books,including"7HabitsofHighly 
Thedaylongseminarwasheld Coveyadmitsthatforalotof Effective People," which has sold 
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in down- companies the bottom line is to make more than 12 million copies in addi-
town Cincinnati and was sponsored money, but there is also a need to tion to. being on The New York 
by the Xavier University Entrepre- consider the quality of life for the Times best seller list for more than 
neurial Center's "Lessons in Lead- people you work for and work with. · 400 weeks. A few of the seven 
ership"distinguishedspeakerseries. "Ineffective people try to habits are be proactive, beg~n with 
"I liked the fact that every- manage their time around priorities, the end in mind and think win-win. 
thing he . spoke c:if is applicable in whereas effective people lead their · Leon found the win-win habit 
both your personal and professional lives and manage their relationships . to be the most beneficial. 
life," said Val Withiam, associate according to principles-natural "It is not always important to 
vice president of marketing and pub- laws and governing values that are win an argument," said Leon. "It is 
lie relations at Xavier. "He makes· universally valid," said Covey. more important to create an envi-
you think about where you' re going "I respect Stephen . Covey's ronment where both sides ai:e heard 
and the effect the choices you make emphasis on not playing the vie- and compromises are made." 
can have." • tim," said Kelly Leon, the director Covey is the founder and 
According to Bill of med.ia relations at Xavier. "In chairman of the Covey Leadership· 
Cunningham, associate director of other words, we are all responsible Center and the nonprofit Institute 
Xavier's Entreprenimrial Center, for the way we live our lives. You for Principle-Centered Leadership. 
there was a total of 1,100 people in choose how you respond to experi- . . 
Students ·•going Greek.· 
monasteries, museums and the an- eithergraduateorundergraduatethe-
BY SARAH KELLEY . cient sites of Delphi on Mt. ology credit. 
____ N ___ E_W_S_._W_RIT__,.E_R___ Parnassus, Petras and the Greek_ Included in the overall price 
Parthenon. of the trip is round-trip transporta-
Students' plans for a trip to Throughout the trip, the stu- tion from Cincinnati to New York 
Greece this summer are final. The . dents will participate in reading and . on Del ta Airlines. From New York, 
trip, which is being sponsored and instruction on Paul's pertirientlet.:. thegroupwillflvtoandfromGreece 
directed by Xavier's theology de.- ; ters. In the evenings,.Brennan will · on Olympic Airw:ays. , 
partment, willfocusonretracingthe '.Jeadstudentsinreflectj.onandprayer. Also included in the price are 
footsteps of St. Paul iri Greece. , Two years ago, Brennan and meals (except lunch), hotel accom~ 
Leading the trip will be theol- . his wife traveled tO lsrael on a simi~ modations and motor coach trans~ 
ogy professor Dr. Brennan Hill and : Jar trip.· This is a follow-up trip for portation with guides who are ex-
his wife Marie. The group will visit them. If this trip is successful, plans perts in the area and familiar with 
sites of early C?hurch communities in . for a trip to Turkey for a· similar.· the work of _St. Paul and his writ-
the cities of Thessalonica, Philip, · expedition will be underway. ings. 
Corinth and Athens. Included in the The t~ip to Greece. ~s sche_d-
tour will be many of the church sites uled for July 29-Aug. 6. It is open 
The first payment for .the trip · 
isrequiredbyMay29. Theremain-
ing balance must be paid in full by · 
June 30. For more details concern-
ing the trip, contactHill at 745-2048 
or the Summer Sessions Office at 
745-3601. 
· ~ visited by St. Paul, which are tied in and available to all Xavier graduate 
with his work on the Epistles. and undergraduate students. .Ap-
In addition to visiting these proximately 15 students are expected 
sites relating to St. Paul, the group to participate. 
will visit ancient places where they Students, will be expected to 
will be led by local experts. These complete assignments and readings 
sites include basilicas, Byzantine while on. the trip in order to earn 
Reading reaches Norwood 
BY VALERIE PHILLIPS 
NEWS WRITER 
. The Incredible Reading Rally 
will-kick off at noon on Feb. 9 at 
·. Northgate Mall to help fight 
illiteracy. 
The Reading Rally is a na-
tional event sponsored by the Lit-
. eracyVolunteersofAmerica(LVA), 
and locally supported by the Xavier. 
Literacy Center and Northgate Mall. 
The kick off will be hosted by Chan-_ 
nel 9's Carol Williams, the local. 
•,honorary spokesperson, and will 
· mark the beginning of pledge gath-
ering, which lasts until Feb. 22. 
· During this ·time, students· 
across the country will collect dona-
tions sponsoring them for every book 
or hour they read from Feb. 23-
March 9. 
Twenty percent of the dona- 200,000 local adults are function.:. 
tions collected in Cincinnati will go . ally illiterate. Betty Porter, head of 
to L V A's national and state level . Lodge Learning Lab, said, "Xavier 
organizations. is one of the few universities affili-
Ho.wever, 80. percent of the ated with L VA. 
funds will directly benefitfive pro- . This is the first year we've 
grams .. of the Liferacy ·Network of tried to participate in the rally .. Our 
Greater Cincinnati:·. the. Nativity goal is to get as many schools as 
Literacy Center in Price Hill, Ter- possible to participate so that it be-
race Guild of Winton _Hills, Friars , comesacity-wideefforttofightthis 
Club Re-Entry Program, the East · problem;" 
End Adult Education Center,· arid · • Donations for the Literacy 
the Xavier Literacy Center.in their Program can be dropped of at the . 
work at the Norwood Step: Center. Lodge Learning Lab or put in the 
Beth Durepo, a Xavier Lit- Literacy Volunteers' club mailbox. 
eracy Center volunteer, explained For more information, con-
that Xavier students will collect do~· · tact Tammy Peeden at 271-7222 or 
nations around campus to. sponsor ~. Jenny Cox at 3 85-7065, ext. 205. 
the children at the Step Center ·SO · · · · 
they will not have to solicitmoney 
from their own families. ' 
According to the Greater C.in~ .... 
cinnati Literacy Network, over 
XU hosts EntrePrep /Wal,.=,,,·,,,,=,,,,,,,='''""'' 
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY 
NEWS WRITER 
The Xavier Entrepreneurial Center was 
given a grant of $60,000 from the Kauffman 
Foundation in an effort to increase the num-
ber of educational activities that focus on 
promoting the study of entrepreneurship. 
The Kauffman Foundation created the 
Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership (CEL) 
in 1992. The late Ewing Marion Kauffman 
was a successful entrepreneur who founded 
Marion Laboratories, a diversified health-
care company that was valued at more than $6 
billion when it merged with Merrell Dow to 
form Marion Merrell Dow in 1989. 
He endowed the Ewing Marion 
Kauffman Foundation with a gift of more 
than $1 billion to support youth educational 
programs in entrepreneurship. The majority 
of this grant will go towards 'a program that 
the Kauffman Foundation implemented caHed 
EntrePrep. 
This will be the first year for Xavier to 
host EntrePrep. 
Xavier is one of the few schools in the 
region to· be named a qualified site for. this 
progr-am. EntrePrep is a comprehensive de-
velopment program aimed at high school jun-
iors who have the desire to pursue a career as 
an entrepreneur. This program includes a· 
week long intensive Summer Institute in En-
trepreneursh~p given by Xavier faculty and 
local entrepreneurs from June 14-19, 1998. 
The 24 high school juniors selected will 
stay in the residence halls during the six days. 
Each student will then have a 200 hour intern-
ship with a small local business. Those stu-
Learn 
dents that complete 300 internship hours will 
receive three college credit hours. 
Each EntrePrep.·graduate will receive a 
$1,000 scholarship to the college of their 
choice and an additional $1,000 in seed capi-
tal to start' a business if they attend Xavier. · 
"We are not fooking for 4.0 students for 
· the EntrePrep program, but we are looking for 
those students with a passion to start their own 
business and be their own boss," said Bill 
Cunningham, direc'tor of the Xavier EntrePrep 
program. 
In addition to the week-long seminar 
and internship, EntrePrep partipants will also 
attend four booster workshops and an awards 
luncheo_n with the College of Business Ad-
ministration. 
"EntrePrep is a program that, will attract 
prospective students interested in studying 
entrepreneurship. We are trying to get the 
word out that Xavier is the place for entrepre-
neurship," Cunningham said. 
The EntrePrep program is being tar-
geted at 10-20 high schools in the tri-state 
area, but any interested high school junior can 
apply. The deadline for application is March 
15. 
"There's no que.stion that entrepreneur-
ship is the wave of the future and Xavier has 
a leading edge in this area with a major in 
entrepreneurship both at the undergraduate 
and graduate level," Cunningham said. 
· For more information about the Xavier 
Entrepreneurial Center visit their website at 
www.xec.com. 
Oracle and Visual Basic .. 
Pursue.yourdre·am career with potential, 
earnings of 45k & more · 
Convenient Weekend Classes 
Call about upcoming classes 
AcompuGen 
_ Learning Center,· LLC 
2509 Fairview Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45219 
Phone: (513) 333-0CLC (0252) Fax: (513) 333-0407 
Website: www.compugenusa.com 
.::.::;::::::.:.:::.:·.: 
Ifs the most sweeping project 
in the 161-vear historv of Xavier Universitv. 
Take a Free Test Drive 
and find out! 
Xavier University 
Saturday, February 21st 
CPA 9:00 -1:00PM. MCAT 9:00 -1:00PM 
GMAT 2:00- 6:00PM LSAT 2:00- 6:00 PM 




And on Februarv 26, 
we're moving forward. 
The Board of Trustees 
and James E. Hoff, S.J., 
President of Xavier University, 
invite you to the groundbreaking celebration for 
our multipurpose convocation center-
a regional resource th_at will house student dining, 
a banquet hall, a professional conference center 
and a versatile arena. 
Thursday, February 26, at 3:00 p.m. 
Xavier University tennis courts, 
north parking lot 
"under the big tent" · 
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-STAFF EDITORIAL-
Honor the fallen · 
W e often ignore, ridicule and degrade the efforts . of local police officers. 
The guilt of this.crime doe~ not 
necessarily rest on the shoulders 
of particular individuals, for 
society itself is guilty. 
The debt society owes to 
those who risk their lives daily 
for the common good goes 
unnoticed until tragedy or 
necessity propels 
attends Xavier, was shot in the 
line of duty. This. incident 
opened our eyes to the relevance 
of the recent tragedies. 
These events affect our 
community just as greatly as any 
other. The relevance is haunt-
ingly obvious and deserves to be 
mentioned. These police 
officers make up the very force · 
that ensures. the safety of the 
Xavier commu-







the efforts ofthe 
police. However, 
the deaths of four 
officers in the line 
Thesepolice officers 
make up the very 
force that ensures 
the safety of the 
Xavier community 
when we are outside 
the jurisdiction of 
campus police~ 
. nity when we are 
outside the . 
jurisdiction of 
campus police. 
We should thank 
these officers and 
call thein heroes, 
rather than pigs, 
5-0, po po, etc. 
This group of 
dedicated· 
of duty have gone individuals go 
virtually unnoticed in the Xavier into each day not knowing 
community (except for campus . what's going to happen. These . 
police), at the fault of both the are the people who riskevery-
Newswire and the other commu- thing, even their lives, so that 
nity members .. While the Queen we may sleep at night. 
City mourns, Xavier sleeps. .. Maybe it's time we open · 
·. Late Monday eveniilg, . oui: ~yes more and close our 
·tragedy struck even closer to the· ··minds l~ss. · · . . 
sleeping Xavier community. A 















































The Xavier Newswire is published 
weekly throughout the school year, except 
during vacation and final exams, by the 
students of Xavier University, 3800 Vic-
tory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129. 
The statements and opinions of The Xavier 
Newswire are not necessarily those of the 
student body, faculty, or administration of 
Xavier. Statements and opinions of a 
columnist do not necessarily reflect those 
of editors or general staff. · 
Subscription rates are $30 per year 
or $15 per semester within the USA and 
are pro-rated. Subscription inquiries should 
be directed to Nicole Banda, Business 
Manager (513-745-3130). 
Advertising inquiries should be 
directed to .Emily Sander, Advertising 
Manager (513-745-3561). 
One copy of The Xavier Newswire, 
distributed to racks, is free per person.per 
week. Additional copies are 25 cents. 
. Xavier University is an academic · 
community committed to equal opportu-
nity for all persons regardless of age, sex, 
race, religion, handicap, ornational origin. 








We have the team, but wheres the student support? 
·J .. u· st last year the·N· e.wswire r. an 
· . an editorial concerning the 
· ·dismal studerit turnout for· 
inen's home basketball games. 
This year~ our.team enjoys 
... recognized success with a 15-5 
record, but attendance is.again 
. down. How quickly we forget. 
· K~y_point.s fr.Qil1. fa~t year's 
· edifor.ial. app,ly ~tq, tpi~ .Y~W.'.( .: .. 
... scenario. These points.include: 
"Xavier, a team with such ..... ' . . • . 
. UIJ.lim.ited potential and an 
· exciting style of play, ,has to rely 
on teams like UCand UMass to 
visit th~ Gardens to draw student 
support." 
Still true. Students 
scrounge for tickets to the UC arid 
UMass games, but at the 
Duquesne game only 212 students 
showed, even though 500 tickets 
were reserved. That's 278 tickets 
that the athletic qepartment ~ould 
have sold to income~generating 
fans. This, in turn, would yield 
more revenue for the athletic 
department and all the teams .. 
·"Last yearsawatteiidance 
for Xavier basketball games ai the 
Cincinnati Gardens reach an all 
time high." 
Still true. Seven of the first 
11 home games have been sold 
out, a new record. Average 
attendance is at an all-time high 
for the first 11 games (9,876) and 
is set to shatter the record of 
9,436. 
."Eve1)' effort has been 
made, and wjll continue to be 
made, to encourage students to 
attend basketball games. Student 
· Services provides no-hassle · 
. businE: to games. Free court side 
seats are given to students." 
Still true and_ self explana- . 
tory. 
While these issues are still 
relevant, several issues this year 
are unique. In addition to 
. students taking notice of this 
·BASKETBALL· MATH sv ~ 
UNFORTUNATELY. TEAM •. IT 
. . 
SEEMS .THAT OUR ATTEND,A.NCE 
. IS· 1 NOIRE:C.TL Y 
P~(?Pdr<iqbNAL. TO· 
THE NUMBER.OF 
year's lack of representation; so 
has the basketball team and the 
athletic department. 
Men's head basketball 
coach Skip Prosser demonstrated 
his feelings on the importance of 
student attendance by pointing out 
that a photograph of Xavier 
students with their faces painte9 
hangs both in his office and the 
team's locker room. 
Hereinforced his feelings 
with these words: "I try to always 
make it a point to the players and 
to the students that! do run into 
that it's their team. It says 
'Xavier' on the shirt·and nothing · 
else. That's why I have the 
picture in my office of the 
students~ I want.it to be like that, 
and I'm disappointed that it's not 
at this point.'! 
Associate Director of 
Athletics for Marketing Mike 
Hermann is finding a difficult 
time trying to balance meeting the 
needs of the students with.the 
· needs of raising enough revenue 
to keep_ the athletic department 
running. When st~dents don't 
maice use of the allocated seats: 
they will feel repercussions~ 
The number of student seats· 
available will begin to shrink. 
When the Convocation Center is 
built, there is the possibility that 
studelltseating could be cut back 
and those seats sold to the general 
public. This is not a matter of· 
greed, but a matter of solid 
.business sense. 
Xavier now has numerous 
games televised nationally. How 
many Duke, North Carolina, 
lJCLA, UC, or UMass games do 
you see with empty seats panning 
across the screen? 
Hermann sums it up best; 
ustudents have the ability to 
impact the atmosphere ... 
-S.E.S 
.~' ','',.' r,.',r,,.,;~,:,.,:, ' ,. 'r ,. '·,,' ', ,, ' ,'';,.: '~ ~,,·'.'.'~'''., .",' '.,',',. ·:·,,,. •,''.",»·'~', .'~<i .''l "< '' ':,,. ',, ' ' ,',, ,''..'',.',•, ,~' ,"' 
·-.-M-ALL TAL.K-···-. 
If you could change one· thing to make it 
. e~sie·r fQr your GEND~R; what would it be? 
' . . . 
. . t ~.:·_j!,,l~ ! f,.: ' ,, . . . . 
"Lower the pd~e ~f 
haircuts." 
-COURTNAY. 
"I'd put an end to 
violent jokes, sexist 
jokes, and sexist 
comments." 
"You couldn'treally "The amount of hair "Have a government 
changeanythingbe- on'(men's) bodies." ruled by women! I 
want everything 
ruled by women be-
cause men suck." 
· causeit'sprettyeasy ·. -JIM TADDEO 
HRUSKA 
Sophomore 
being a man." Senior . 
-BECCA COLLINS 
Sophomore 
-JASON BRAY .. 
Freshman -ERICA ELAM 
Freshman 
-GUEST COLUMN-
The Kevorkian state. 
A suicidal murderer demands the electric chair in Ohio 
BY JACK BATES to assist his lawyers, and requested 
that the jury sentence him to the 
GUEST COLUMNIST electric chair. He still refuses to 
Doyouliketoassistpeoplein · appeal his case. To this day, he is 
commiting suicide? On March 3, .undertaking a letter writing cam-
Wilford Berry will commit suicide, paign to be executed. 
and the state of Ohio will be assist- Berry was sexually molested 
. ing him in his death, even facilitat- as a· youth, had health problems, 
irig his death. and was also physically abused. He 
Berry was arrested for being has been clinically suicidal sirice he 
an accomplice in the killing of was 11 years old. Prison records 
Charles Mi troff, a Cleveland area show thatthis was the first of his 10 
bakery owner, on Dec. I: 1989. attempts to take his life. 
Berry will di.e in the electric cbair A psychologist at Boys Vil-
on March 3 unless you help hi,m. lage noted that Berry could be a 
, . . . ,)l1 the µmrder, Berry fired the , . danger to himself or others and rec-
'·. seccfod shot; but not the first. In the ommended long-term treatment for 
state of Ohio, that denotes a lesser him. Hefailedtoreceivethismuch-
penalty based on a lesser intent to needed treatment. 
kill. The man who fired the first Berry tried to take his life 
shot only received life in prison. several ,times while in correctional 
At the time of arrest Berry facilities, and yet he was never 
saict'he would confess on one condi- treated forhis mental illness. 
tion-that he be given the death ., This inan is clearly:mentally 
penalty. During his trial he refused ilt If the. state of Ohio executes 
-LETTER-.-
SA C's boat dance· To put things in perspective, 
• · the Resident Hall Association's 
m1sues of XU funds (RHA) budget is $10,000 a year for 
Money, moriey, money. 1,400 residents. SAC just spent the 
There never seems. to be enough equivalent of the entire RHAbud-
money in the budgets of all the get in one night; not to mention that 
Xavier clubs and. organizations. they spent almost two times our 
Consequently, programs have.to be budget. 
cut,andeventsmustfocusonspend- How is it that one organiza-
ingtheleastamountofmoney, while tion can spend so much money on 
attempting to attract the greatest such a limited group of students and· 
.number of students~ no one questions that decision? 
At least this is what we, as We, as Senior Board, could 
Senior Board members, have al- put on the traditional ,Senior Week 
ways felt. Senior Board is allotted Boat Dance and Senior Ball for 
$6,500 for the entire year to pro- approximately the saine $10,000 
gram forapproximately 750 seniors. and attract a population of over 800 
First semester, Senior Board students. · 
held eight events, spending a total · If there is so much extra 
of$2,500. Over 200 students at- money floating around in SGA for · 
tended each event. We have had to programming, then why is it not 
cut costs time and· time· again not being fairly distributed ainong. all. 
only to stay within our budget, but . of the Xavier organizations and 
alsotousetheleastamountofmoney clubs, instead of predominantly on 
to attract the most amount of stu- one, which focuses the .majority of 
dents. , its events. on a· limited nm.TI.bet of 
However, recently we were underclassmen? 
made aware of the fact that SAC Maybe in the future .there 
spent$10,000fortheupcomingboat needs to be a checks and bafances 
dance, which is focused on only 200 system implemented in SGA to de-
'students. SAC's target population· cide what is in the best interest of 
is supposed to be the entire campus. . . the .entir~ Xavier populaticm, in-
Berry, your tax dollars will finance 
the suicide of a man let down by the 
corrections system. He is clinically 
insane and belongs in a mental hos-
pital. · Everi if you believe in the 
death penalty' you do not want this 
man killed. 
This will be the first execu-
tion in the state of Ohio since 1963. 
The so called ... correctional" system 
failed to help Berry when he needed 
it the most. Now it is helping him 
commit one of the worst sins of all: 
suicide. 
If you do not try and help this 
man' you are passively helping-
but helping none the less~the state 
of Ohio kill Wilford Berry. Be 
·heard, help Berry. Write the Gover~ 
nor of Ohio, George V oinovich, 
~sking him to grant Berry clem-
ency. 
Jack Bates is a memb~r of 
Xavier's Students for Life. 
steadofmerely200students. Maybe 
that $10,000 should have been spent 
on a program attracting upwards of 
500 students ranging from fresh-
men to seniors, instead of200 fresh-
men and sophomores. 
If money is so readily avail-
able in SGA, then, by all means, 
please, share the wealth so every-
. one can benefit. · 
. -SENIOR BOARD 
Ali Bartnick, Lisa Brown, 
Jennifer Clayton, Lori Culver, 
·TiemeyDewan, Laura 
Hellmueller, <;prrie Luedde, 
Mary McSwiggin, Molly Meiners, 
.Carey Roth 
Preseason polls too 
much to live up to 
BY PATRICK SHOMAKER · ourteam(15-5overall, 7-3A-10, 
GUEST COLUMNIST 3-4 on the road). 
Both Xavier and Cincinnati 
The college sports' polls 
have made a mockery of every-
thing that makes college sports 
more fun to watch than the pros. 
Think about it: college football's 
Nati.onal Championship is decided 
by ·voters-ironically the same 
voters ·that picked Penn State No. 
1 in the preseason. Yes, it is these 
voters who have come up with the 
brilliant Co-National Champion 
system that has plagued college 
football in recent years. Forgive 
me, but ·why not let the players 
spend their time studying instead 
of playing all of 
t.hose silly games 
·which obviously 
don't mean a thing. 
are good teams, but it seems nearly 
impossible to live up to such hype 
in the preseason. As a fan, how-
. ever, it is simply not fun to watch 
our team lose to teams that are 
playing so far above their head I 
don't know how they can breathe 
the air. The only reason the teams 
. are playing this way is because the 
Muskies were in the Top 10 in the 
preseason. 
So I guess people could 
write me off as a bitter, 20-year-
old XU fan that has been going to 
games since my birth in the hopes 
I suppose 
that the situation is 
not as bad in col-
lege basketball, 
though, because. 
after all, the NCAA 
·tournament is the 
greatest tourna-
Those wonderful 
polls have decided 




that one year we 
would go all the 
way (I can remem-
ber going to XU 
home games be-
ing played at 
Schmidt 
Fieldhouse). So 
maybe I am trying 
to make an excuse 
for the team that I 
. mentinsports. Itis 
this tournament years in a row. 
thought might do 
it for me and ev-
ery other die hard 
XU fan, or maybe thatdecidestheNa-
tional Champion in basketball.· So 
why do the polls have to ruin the 
regular season? 
The last two seasons should 
be enough to have every basket-
ball fan in Cincinnati fed up. Be-
tween xi.I and uc; Cincinnati has 
had the most talentof any city in ' 
the country over the last five years. 
Those wonderful polls have de~ . 
cided to put a big old bulls-eye on 
Cincinn.ati basketball two years in 
a row. Last year it was UC's 
· preseason No. 1 ranking that led 
to a season full of disappointment 
(beginning with Lenny Brown's 
jump shot to knock off then No. 1 
UC). This year the roles seem to· 
bereversed. NowitisXUwiththe 
target nailed to their back. We all 
know what good that has done for 
I have a good point. 
The first college basketball 
poll should come out on New 
Year's Day. Teams will actually 
have played eight or nine games, 
and voters will,actually have sup-
port for their. vote; If the first 
b~ketball poll caine out today, 
how many ·votes do you think 
Xavier would receive? 
lcariseeitnow, whatagreat 
halftime show for the Rose Bowl! 
It would be like Selection Sun-
day! This is when the first college 
basketball poll should come out, 
not in November. Let the polls 
come out after a month of games, 
not a month of practices. Let 
teams play without expectations 
for a month, and then let the best 
teams win. 
FEED your mind, 
LEST 
·IT wast~ away~ 
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S.wim:filers prep 
forA-lO meet 
The Musketeer swim teams were dealt a loss this past weekend at 
Wright State. The Raider men beat Xavier by a score of 109-69, and 
XU's women fell by a score of 103-71. 
Three.Xavier individuals and two Muskie relay teams won their 
events in the meet. The Xavier men's and women's 200yard free style 
teams both won their heats. 
Freshman Louis Dissel, a member of that relay team, took home 
· first place honors in the 100 yard free style by beating his Raider foe by 
just .02 seconds with a time of 49.20. · 
Senior Dan Casey won the 200 yard backstrok~ race in a time of 
1:56.51 
For the women, Xavier's Rachel Reilly and Nancy McDonald 
finished in first and second place in the 200 yard breaststroke. 
Xavier is idle until the Atlantic 10 Conference Championship in 
Buffalo, N.Y. That. meet starts on Thursday, Feb. 19, and runs through 
. Saturday, Feb. 21. 
-Amjad Zahra 
Shooters downed 
The Xavier rifle team battled West Virginia o~ Saturday, but 
· came up short in losing the match 6138 to 6080. 
Junior Karen Juziuk led Xavier's efforts. She recorded personal 
bests in the standing and prone portions of the small bore discipline 
enroute to a third place finish with a personal best 1171. Juziuk also 
placed second overall in air rifle with a score of 387. 
Senior Karen Alexander notched a personal best in the kneeling 
portion of the small bore discipline, and was second for Xavier with an 
1141 smallbore total. 
Xavier's next competition comes on Saturday, Feb. 27 against 
Ohio State. Action begins at noon in the Armory. 
. -Amjad Zahra 
Long ·distance shootout. 
Students will have the opportunity to compete for prizes fo the 
Cincinnati ,Bell Telephone Three Point· Challenge, with the finals 
occuring at halftime of the Xavier men's basketball game against 
George Washington on Mon., Feb. 16. 
The first round of the competition will be held in the O'Connor 
Sports Center on Wednesday, Feb. 11. Sign-ups will occur on that day 
starting at 3:45 p.m. The contest itself will begin at 4 p.m. 
-Pete Holtermann 
One more time for vouchers 
The voucher system is in place for one more home men's 
basketball game this season. Students may pie~ up vouchers for the 
Feb. 16 game against George Washington beginning at 1:30 p.m. on 
Feb. 9 at the Information Desk. 
In addition, students holding vouchers for this Saunday's game 
again st Massachusetts may redeem them for floor seats by attending the 
women's game vs. La Salle this Fric;lay at 7 p.m. 
-Pete Holtermann 
tJON TAP<i3 
··~····························· Friday, Feb. 6 •Women's Basketball vs. La Salle at 7 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 7 •Rifle vs. Ohio State at noon. 
Sunday, Feb. 8 •Men's Basketball vs. Massachusetts at 3:30 p.m. on ABC 
Monday, Feb. 9 •Women's Basketball at Virginia Tech at 7 p.m. 
All home games are in bold 
Home women's basketball games played in Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Home men's basketball games played at the Cincinnati Gardens 
. . . 
G-anle of the Week 
No. 1 Duke vs. No. 2 North Carolina 
9 p.m. Thursday on ESPN2 
Rumor is Dick Vitale is a little excited about this one. The 
loudest commentator in college hoops !)as been counting down the 
days until this game since Midnight Madness. This game is a perfect 
way to kick off the February Frenzy as teams position themselves for 
the imminent March Madness. Action tips off at 9 p.m. at the Dean 
Dome in Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Four members of the Xavier 
women's soccer team were honored 
last .week by being named to the 
Ohio Collegiate Soccer Association 
Division.I/II All-Ohio Team. 
The Muskies tied a school 
record for wins with a 14-5 record 
overall, and a 9-2 conference mark. 
By virtue of her Third Team 
AH-America and First Team All 
Great Lakes Region honors, as well 
as being named A-10 Player of the 
Year, senior Amanda Gruber was 
named to the All-Ohio First Team. 
Gruber shattered Xavier's all-
time records in three car~er and three 
single-season scoring catergories. 
She also led the nation in scoring for 
the regular season. 
Midfielder Amy Reinshagen 
was also named to the All-Ohio First 
Team. The sophomore was limited 
to just 17 games this season due to 
injury, but still was an important. Amanda Gruber has earned numerous accolades while at Xavier. 
part of Xavier's success by direct- Amanda Gober attends All- Gruber started at striker for 
in g the midfield. Star Game: Senior Amanda Gruber the winningclub. She also played in 
Seniorco-captainNoraKeHey spentthispastweekendinFloridaat the midfield and backfield in the 
· was named to the AH-Ohio Second the Umbro Select College All-Star · game. Her team was coached by 
Team. The midfielder was also a Soccer Classic. Anson Dorrance from North Caro-
member of the All Atlantic 10 Sec.- Gruber played Friday on a lina. He has led the Tar Heels to 15 
ond Team this past season. In 1994, team of NCAA Division I All-Stars titles in 17 seasons. 
Kelley was a member of the AH- against a combined team of NCAA On Tuesday, Gruber received 
Midwestern CoHegiate Conference Division II, III and NAIA players. . an honorable mention on the 
Team. · "It was. awesome," said Socc·ertimes All-America team. 
Annette Gruber, the freshman Gruber. "The competition was un- Soccertimes is a World Wide Web 
sister of Amanda, was an honorable believable. It was a great reward for soccer publication. 
mention for the All-Ohio Teams. the end of my college career." . Gruberhopestoplaythissum-
ShesetXavier'ssingleseasonassist The 16-member Division I merinthesemi-proW-League. That 
record this year, and was named All-Star team recorded a shutout, program has 32 teams across the 
Rookie ofthe Y~ar in the A-10. winning 4-0. nation. 
Holmstrom to leave Xavier 
Bv MATT BARBER 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
The national letter of intent 
signings for women's volleyball will 
be announced today, and Xavier will 
be welcoming three new players to 
its squad for the 1998-99 season. 
Unfortunately, Xavier will also be 
saying good-bye to freshman out-
side .hitter Jill Holmstrom who has 
requestedherreleasefromherschol-
arship so that she can transfer to 
another school. 
Holmstrom; who has not de-
cided if she will play next year, 
wants to transfer to a school closer 
to her home in DeHwood, Minn. 
She is considering the University of 
Minnesota, a Division I school, as 
well as Mankato State University in 
Mankato, Minn., and Augustana 
College in Sioux Falls, S.D., both 
'Division II schools. She is not, 
however, limiting herself to these 
schools. 
An injury at the beginning of 
last season forced her to miss a few 
matches; but, after recovering, she 
became an immediate impact player 
for the Musketeers. In81 games, 
she recorded 253 kills, 26 serving 
aces, and 216 digs. 
Holmstrom's 3.12 kills per 
game average was third on the team 
. and 10th in the Atlantic lO Confer-
ence, her 0.32 aces per game were · 
firsfon the team, and her 2.67 digs 
per game were second for the Mus-
keteers and 12th in the A-10. 
i·'··~_) ...ti,.,. 
File photo 
Freshman outside hitter Jill Holmstrom (aiming for ball) led the 
Musketeers in serving aces last season. 
"She is a good athlete; and we 
hate to lose her. You've gotto have 
people who want to be here.though, 
and Jill wants to be closer to home," 
said head coach Floyd Deaton. 
"Someone 'is getting a very good 
player." 
Xavier, who was 12~16arid8-
·10 in the conference last season, had 
its first losing season under Deaton' s. 
tenure in the only season Holmstrom 
played here. The Musketeers will 
still be an improved team next year, 
despite the absence of Holmstrol!l 
from the line up. 
"We are getting three . very 
good players," said Deaton of next 
year'sincomingrecruits. TheNews-
wire will report which players Xavier 
has signed in next week's issue. 
:',',,. ',·',,, ',/ ,,. ... ·f: ''' ,· '':: ... ~ '.. ':- '\'' ~~'·. ~, '·' /. ".' .. \ ,','' .. ·', ... ' ''·~·,,~'·',..: ~.,',', , .·':·' ·,, •,'' ',., :',,··:,_.·.·.· '.,~·· '. ,,',,'·, . :· ·~· '· ... ~ , ... ···. 
·xu ·.cures conference road woes 
·Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
tJ:rree spots to 21st in the. Associated 
Press Writers Poll. 
Saturday's game proved to be 
.·The Xavier men's basketball a.difficult test for Xavier. Not only 
team put to. resfsome concern by didtheMuskiesenterthegamewith-
sweeping. fast weekend's pairof · out a conference.win on the road, 
conference games. in Philadelphia. Xavier's· up-tempo. game had to 
The Muskies held ·on for a win at battle through the slow-down zones 
Temple on Saturday ,}9-73. Xavier of the Owls. . . 
blew past La Salle for the second _ . Xavier hung tough, however, 
time this season, 91-59, ori Monday. and gutted out its first close win of 
"I· think anytime you win a . the season, 79-73. Xavier entered 
league game, it's important," said the game o~4 in contests decided by 
Xavier head coach Skip Prosser. fewer than IO points. 
"EspeciallyaroadgaII1e. This league The Musketeers put together 
is a whole different deal than what one of their best 40 minutes of bas-
we were used to. in the MCC (Mid~ ketball against Temple. XU entered 
western Collegiate Conference)." the game averaging just under 18 
With the win, Xavier's record turnovers. On Saturday, Xavie~ lost 
advanced to 15-5 overall, and 7-3fo t~e ball just five times, despite the 
the Atlantic 10, good for second in · tough zone defense of Temple. 
the West. The Muskies held on.to "We took good care of the 
their spots in their national ·polls basketball,"saidProsser. "We took 
with the Temple win, staying in the that one extra pass against t.heir 
22nd spot in the USAToday/ESPN zone." 
Coaches Poll. Xavier jumped up Shots were falling for Xavier 
against Temple as well. XU shot 43 
percent from the floor and three 
point range, and Xavier's 11 treys 
were the second-most this season. 
Temple came into the game 
wounded, missing point guard Pepe 
Sanchez. The sophomore sprained 
his ankle when the Owls lost at 
Dayton last Wednesday. In addi-
tion to controlling Temple's slowed 
pace on offense, Sanchez serves as 
the key for the Owl defense as he 
leads the conference in steals with 
almost four per game. 
His replacement, freshman 
Lynn Greer, provided quite a lift for 
Temple. He scored 16, including 
five three-pointers, and had four 
assists to just two turnovers. 
The game was highlighted by 
a barrage of three poiiltc:;rs from both 
teams, as.Templehit 13 to go along 
with the Musketeer's 11. Xavier's 
Darnell Williams led all scorers with 
24 points, including four three point-· 
ers. Temple's Quincy Wadley also 
hit four on his way to a career high 
of 16 points. XU' s Lenny Brown 
and the Owls' Rasheed 
one of our own. 
Our kids showed 
great resolve." . 
Xavier 
trounced La 
Salle for the sec-
ond time this 
season on Mon-
day.· The Ex-
plorers fell to 
XU at the Cin~ 
cinnati Gardens 
I 04-67 in early 
January. Xavier 
left Philadelphia 
with a 91-59 
win. 
0 n c e 
again, Xavier 
shot well, de-
spite being on 
the road. XU 
connected 58 
percent of the 
time on both its 




Junior Darnell Williams has been on fire of late. 
He has averaged 18. 75 points per game in Xavier's 
last four contests, and 16.4 ppg this season. 
Brockenborough both hit three from keteers dominated the game with a Massachusetts up next: 
behind the arc. well-balanced attack. Five Muske- Xavierwill welcomeMassachusetts 
Xavier also held its own on 
the glass, pulling down 34 rebounds 
in the game to Temple's 32. The 
difference came on the offensive 
glass, and XU' s Torra ye Braggs had 
a lot to do with that as he grabbed 
seven offensive rebounds enroute to 
IO overall. 
The most critical stretch of 
the game was the final two minutes. 
· Xavier led by as many as 12 in the 
second half; but-Temple clawed back 
. into the game to take a 73-71 Jead 
with 2:01 left on the clock. Xavier. 
responded by outscoring the Owls 
8-0 over the final minutes. 
Xavier's gumption in stick-
ing with things down the stretch to 
pull out the win was something that 
was lacking in Xavier's close games 
earlier this season. For the Muskies 
to win a close one, especially on the 
road, was extremely satisfying. 
"(Our guys) kept themselves 
together," sai_dProsser. "Everytime 
they made a run, we answered with 
teers scored in double figures, led into the Cincinnati Gardens on Sun-
by James Posey's 21. The point day at 3:30 p;m. The Minutemen 
outburst was supported by 20 as- · were undefeated in the A-10 enter-
sists from the Muskies, including a ing Tuesday's game with Temple. 
team-high five from Lumpkin. UMass is led by its frontcourt 
Theperimeterwasnotaprob- of A-10 Player of the Week Ajmal 
lemfortheMuskies,astheyknocked Basit, Lari Ketner and Tyrone 
down seven three pointers, led by Weeks. 
four from Brown. "They're much bigger than 
Not only was the game bal- we are," said Prosser. "That three-
ancedbecauseofXavier'sevenscor- some of Basit, Ketner and Weeks 
ing, but the . Muskies dominated are as good as any group of post 
nearly every .aspect· of the contest. players in the country." 
Posey added nine rebounds, five Thelasttwotimestheseteams 
steals and three assists to his scar- have met resulted in overtime thrill-
ing, and Braggs poured in 17 points ers with the guest coming out on 
while grabbing 11 boards and five top. Sunday'sgamewillbeonABC. 
steals. Millennium watch: Earlier 
Xavier crushed the Explorers this season, Brown became the 32nd 
on the boards, holding a43-24 edge member of the Xavier 1,000 point 
in the game. Helping the Xavier club. He is now 20th all-time with 
totalwasTerrancePaynewhopulled 1,118 career points. Three other 
down nine in 15 minutes. active Muskies are catching up: 
As a team, Xavier recorded Gary Lumpkin 985 
12 steals in the contest, and forced T.J. Johnson 978 
16 La Salle turnovers. Darnell Williams 969 
Xavier Area Resident's Special 
Medium 1 Topping Pizza $ 5. 00 
Large Cheese Pizza $5 .OQ · 
Buffalo Wings $ 3 • 5 0 
Bread Sticks $. 9 9 
•· " Thin crust or original dough only please 
Deep J)ish .crust & additional toppings add $. 99 
No co.upon necessary -. · pick-up or delivery 
!. ;•t, r 
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Prosser preaches profits of preparation 
Attenti<Jri to deta.il pr(l}lels basketball tean1's ga.n1e readiness 
. - . .. . . . . 
(continued from page 1) 
In addition, Davenport· has 
spoken to other coaches who have 
previously played UD. 
When he watches the tapes, · 
he looks for plays the other team 
runs, and how they react to different 
situations and setups. For example, 
for all Xavieropporients, the coaches 
will look to see how the other team 
handles afull-courtpressure defense. 
The·NCAA mandates teams 
to take one day off a week, and 
Wednesday was the day for the 
Muskies. Davenport spent the day 
watching tape and putting the fin-
.ishing touches on his scouting re-
port. Assistant coach Jeff Battle 
spent his day working on his scout-
ing report for XavLer's game the 
following Tuesday against 
Duquesne. Xavier's third assistant, 
Mark Schmidt, spent the off day on 
the recruiting trail by flying to Cali-
fornia to check out some prospec;-
tive Musketeers. 
Prosser watched tape as well, . 
later meeting with Davenport to go 
over the Dayton scouting report. 
While the assistant who·scouts the 
team watches eight to 10 games, 
Prosser only watches four or five. 
The middle of Prosser' s day 
was spent in his office where he held 
one-on-on~ meetings with the play-
ers. According to Prosser, these 
meetings were 90 percent about aca-
demics, ano 10 percent about bas-
ketball. 
Some of the players took time 
to have Ii ttle aches and pains checked 
by trainer Dave Fluker~ On this day, 
Fluker checked out the knees of 
Lenny Brown, Torraye Braggs and 
Darnell Williams. 
For all the players, the off day 
is a breather from the regular grind. 
However, most players make sure 
to spend time ·practicing on their 
own. Some of the players will work 
on their shooting, others use it to 
continue their strength and condi-
tioning program. 
Dave Armstrong oversees the 
strength and conditioning of all 
Xavier teams. For the basketball 
. team, he structures two lifting work-
outs a week. For Armstrong, 
strength and flexibility are, "the key 
ingredient in putting an athlete to-
gether." 
Thursday morning, the 
·coaches continued with their scout-
ing while the players tended to their 
classes. Thursday afternomi, how- · 
ever, that all changed. 
Around 1 p.m., things started 
getting together for Xavier's prac-
_tice session. Fluker started seeing· 
team members and giving them their 
daily treatments or taping them be-
fore heading out to the Cincinnati 
Gardens for practice. On any given 
day, the Muskies will practice either 
. at the Gardens, their home court, or 
on campus in Schmidt Fieldhouse. 
. Xavier has its own locker 
. room in both places, and the manag-
ers must prepare that as well as 
equipment . for drills during prac-
tices. 
In the Gardens, a short hall-
way with a bulletin board leads into 
an operi area cof!taining lockers~ Be- . 
cause Thursday is. the first practice of Dayton's game. Mixed in with 
before an upcoming game, there is these drills are free throw shooting 
new reading material on this bulle- sessions to give the -team a quick 
tin board. breather. They keep this up until 
InthemindofXavier'scoach~ practice ends around 6 p.m. 
ing staff, basketball.is as much, if At 3 p.m. Friday, the team 
not more, about the mental game gathers 'for their final practice be-
than the physical game. "A lot of fore .the game. On this day, the 
time when we meet (as a team), it's Muskies are using the Fieldhouse, 
not about X's and O's," said Battle. and will be leaving by bus for Day-
"lt' s the mental aspect that we as a ton shortly after the practice ends. 
staff try to hone in on.". In their locker room at 
The bulletin boards fuel this Schmidt, the teams' uniforms have 
mental game. ·Players stop and read all been laid out so they can be·easily 
the material on their way out to the packed. for the imminent bus ride. 
floor. Several items are hanging The bulletin board here bears simi-
. from the corkboard in the Gardens Jar materials to those found at the 
today. Gardens . 
The first items are stat sheets. One item is a quote from Ak-
There is the final box score from the ron head coach Dan Hipsher, who 
St. Joe's game, and the team's sea- commented about Xavier after his 
son stats. On both pages, there are Zips played the Muskies earlier this 
numbers circled in different colors, season. "These are class people. 
representing the good and the bad. Their kids are class guys." 
Also on the board are photo- Asimilarmessageisconveyed. 
copied pages of playe~ biographies from an airport security worker in • 
from the Dayton media guide .. On Cincinnati, who had phoned Xavier 
the top of each page, one of the to say he was very impressed with 
coaches has written a couple of the manners and appearance of the 
thoughts about the particular player. 'team when they were travelling ear-
"Can hit the 14 ftr," or, "Stronger lier this year. . ·Xavier head coach Skip Prosser talks with his assistant coaches during 
going right," for example. Things get underway with the a· time out. Prosser likes to have the a'ssistants help prepare the team 
Finally, there are some news- team coming together in one corner for an upcoming opponent with detailed scouting reports. 
paper clippings, with sentenc~s and of the .. floor for their meeting. The attention on a television· that sits this season is shown. 
paragraphs highlighted for empha- · players, coaches and managers in- under a window on the far wall of Davenport puts in the "hilite" 
sis. Most are about Dayton, but not tently listen·to Prosser as he speaks the locker room. To the left of the tape at 8:45 a.m.,· and again he and 
all. There is one article from about four points he has written on window, blue• letters say "Play Prosser talk through it. 
USA Today about a player from the dry erase board he stands in front Hard," to the right of the window, The players then return to their 
North Carolina State who was hurt of. The players rell!ained.focused "Play Together.". · rooms to put on their jerseys and 
while horsing around with his team- even though the women's team is Thetape fea~ures plays from warm ups, as most of the players 
mates. practicing behind them, and se.veral Dayton;s games this season against came to breakfast wearing sweats. 
Thereareonlytw9itemsthat · baseballplayersare:iunningsprlnts George·· Washington, St. SeniorKevinVardatakesad-
appear to be permanent residents of afong the top of the Fieldhouse. Bonaventure, Northeast Louisiana, ·vantage of thefree time after break-
the board. The first is a plain piece · Prosser also tells the team this .and Marquette. Prosserand Daven- fast to catch up with his parents who 
of paper with a large 40 on it, im- practice will be fairly easy.· He port both talk ·during the tape, and made the trip to Dayton from South 
ploring the players to play for all 40 doesn't want to the wear them out replay several segments of it. Bend, Ind. . _ 
minutes when they step on the Gar- 'with a tough practice just· 21 hours The meeting adjourns with the Fluker will tape the players.at 
dens floor for a game. before tip off. coaches reminding the players the this time as well; When the Muskie.s 
The other fixture is a lami- Theplayersthentakethefloor, bus will be leaving from the Sports arrive at the arena, they will start 
nated article from The Cincinnati following a practice schedule simi~ Center at 6:30 p.m.. :. shooting almost immediately, so all 
Post that was written after Xavier Jar to thatofThursday's. Again, the Aftei: the short bus ride; the players are taped at the hotel before 
dropped its first conference game to scout squad scrimmages against the team gathers in the hotel for the. getting on the bus. 
St. Bonaventure. The article is titled rest of the team.· team meal. The Muskies usually The team arrives at the arena 
"Not Ready for Prime Time," and· The team leaves the floor dine together on the evening before around 10:30 a.m., and takes the 
has lines highlighted throughout to around5:15p.m.forthelockerroom agame. Theplayersthenhavesome courttoshootaround. Prosser stays 
help motivate· the team. The first to watch, what the team calls, the 15 free time before their 10 p.m. cur- in the.locker room, and meets for 15 
paragraph best sums up the article: minute "hiliie" tape. Put together few. minutes with ESPN color commen-
"The Xavier University men's bas- by Davenport, it showcases some of · The night before the contest tator Digger Phelps . 
ketball team has not learned." Dayton's favorite plays and com- with the Flyers, Xavier stayed atthe During this early shooting 
At 2:30 p.m., Davenport is on mon tendencies. · Dayton Marriott,justacross the river period, the players have to look out 
the court with the scout team, teach- Once the team has settled into from UD Arena. for the ESPN crew. Gary Lumpkin 
ing them Dayton's plays. Mean:. the locker room, Davenport begins It was 7 a.m. when the team practiced his jump shot over a cam-
while, several of the other players the meeting. He starts by reminding · received their wake-up calls. Dif- era man who was preparing footage 
practice their shooting, and Brown the players they are to wear their ferent players have different rou- for the opening of the telecast. 
takes time to be interviewed by a newblackshoestomorrow. Hethen tinesongamedays. Formanyplay- Atll:lOa.m.,theteamleaves 
reporter: hands out the scouting report to the ers, the early morning hours are the floor for the locker room. The 
A little before 3 p.m., Prosser team while the managers hand out spent just getting dressed and ready players meet by themselves first, 
summons his troops to the center of pens so the players can take notes. to go. and then the coaches join them. 
the court. The team heads to· the Davenport starts by profi~ing · Others prefer to be more ac- ·They come back just before 
locker room for their daily meeting; the starters for Dayton, and then tive, like Davenport, Alvin Brown 11:30 a.m., and continue to shoot 
They start by reviewing tape moves on to the reserves. Prosser and Reggie Butler who are at the around. The team leaves again with 
of the St. Joe's game and then tape sits on the floor in the .back of the hotel fitness center by 8 a.m. about 10 minutes left before tip off. 
of Dayton. They end their meeting room,andofferscommentsonnearly At8:30.a.m., the team meets While the crowd listens to the na-
with some business notes and a every player. He also directs his once again, this time for a breakfast tional anthem, the team meets for 
motivational talk from Prosser.· players in how to guard their UD buffet. · . one final time. 
Once the meeting concludes, · foe. As the team· settles. in, some The players return with about 
the team takes the floor to walk For every Xavier game, there people are reading the morning pa- five minutes left beforetip off. The 
through the Dayton plays. After 15 are five keys the coaches give at the per, while others are joking around. · starting lirie up is introduced, arid 
minutes of that, the team stretches end of the scouting report. This Some still try to wake up, and others the coaches have one last chance to 
and jumps rope before doing some week, the top key is to play Xavier tend to the ticket lisf being passed talk to the players. 
shooting drills. · basketball. The keys this time also around. . .A little after. noon, the ball 
Then the focus turns to Day- focus on rebounding and the transi- While the players and coaches . goes up, and the game begins. · The 
ton.Xavierpracticesitsplaysagainst tion game. .. eat, Davenport plays a tape of the team has two. hours to play ball 
the scout team. Davenport is con- . . • T.hen Davenport slips in the sec6nd half of· Dayton's game before starting all over andprepar- · 
suited.often a.bout dif[erent aspects · ·~hmte" tape. 7he team focuses its .. , ·a.,gainst North;.v~~errf ~r?.m ·earlier . 'ingfor t~e ne}(tga.me-.·•·· · ·· ·· .. 
Boxers.prep for region 
Xavier sent three fighters this past weekend to a boxing tournament 
at the University of Kentucky in Lexington, and came away with a few· 
black eyes and a lot of experience. · 
· The tournament this past Saturday included fighters from Miami 
University and the Univ~rsity of Michigan, as well as Kentucky and 
·~~ . . 
In the 129-pound weight class, senior Ted Ward dropped a split 
decision to a Michiganfightedn a very close match. At 14 7 pounds, junior 
Doug Nunn lost to a fighter from Kentucky. The third fighter for the 
Musketeers, freshman John McElligott fought an unjudged exhibition 
match. . · · · · 
The Xavier boxers, though few in number, have been training very 
hard under the watchful eye of their coach, Dr.John·Comparetto. 
Next up for the Musketeer pugilists' is the regional tournament on 
March 21 and 22. Last yearXavier sent two fighters to the regional 
tournament where Nunn qualified for the nationals. The national tourna-
ment will be the following weekend, March 28 and 29. The XU boxers 
hope to be there. -By Matt Barber 
Armory hosts table·tennis 
On Saturday, Xavier was the site ofthe first table tennis tournament 
to take place in Cincinnati in over a decade. Thirty-eight·people partici-
pated in the Cincinnati Table Tennis Club sponsored event. 
Participants played in three different levels of competition based on 
talent level. Prizes were awarded for the top three finishers in all the 
divisions. 
The tournament attracted contestants from across the nation, but the 
Cincinnati club hopes this event will attract new members. 
According to club presidentBarry Myers, the Cincinnati chapter has 
45.regular members. Due to an increasing membership, they have moved 
·.from Old College Hill Town Hall to Xavier's Armory. 
He said the membership is very diverse. Table tennis is considered 
by. some the· second most popular sport in the world, and many . club 
members hail from countries where the sport is immenselypopulai. 
The club meets in the. X11vier Armory at 6 p.m. on Sundays and 
· Tuesdays, and at 7 p.m. on Thursdays. The first session is free, but costs 
$5 per session after that. Students with a valid ID can play for just $3. 
· You mi.1st bring your own paddle if you want to play. 
·.: _,· ...... ,. 
TeleBank Associ~te 1 
.The Signs For Success Are All Here! 
Provident Bank is a regional commercial banking organization dedicated to serving the 
financial needs of businesses and individuals throughoutthe country. Established in' 1900, 
this multi-billion dollar financial institution is ranked by Forbes as one of the top 100 bank 
holding companies in the country~ 





2 years of customer service or sales expedence; preferable with a bank or call center. 
Some college coursework is a plus. · 






Chance to advance. 
Friendly profession.al audiance. 
Minimum pay $9.44/hr. 
. . . . . . . . 
Interested cand~dates may see us on Campus, Feb. 10, 1998 from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. in the lobby of the 
Grille area. If you are unable to attend,· fax a resume to 345-7190 or mail ·to The Provident Bank, 801 
Linn Street, Cincinnati, OH 45203. Please list job title on resume. · 
. . 
Find out about other job opportunities by ~alling our .24 hour Jobline at (513)345-7272. 
Be.part.oftlle teani,at.ourJ)ow11tow11 24 Hour CalLCenter. ·Simple, isn't it? -', . :' >: .:' ·... . ··.·. ,• ·,-··:·:·:.<....... . ··-·~· .. · .... _< .... : --•' -, __ _... ·, ' ' ·_:,. ... ' . . ··_, '\. -··.: ':. ·-.:.. :: . •' . ·: ' .:' . 
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Kid's night 
at the game 
Xavier University is one of 
over 90 schools across".the nation 
participating in the "Take a Kid to 
the Game" program this year. The 
event, sponsored by the Women's 
Sports Foundation, Will take place 
at the XU womeri's home game with 
La Salle on Friday at 7 p.m. 
All children (18 and under) 
who are accompanied by a paying 
adult will receive free admission to 
the game. Those children will be 
eligible for $100 in J('.Penney gift 
certificates. 
To promote the game, and the 
positive influence of sports on chil-
dren, Xavier women's basketball 
coach Melanie Blacomb, women's 
soccer coach Dr. Ron Quinn, and 
assistant volley.ball coach Darrell 
McLean will appear at the JCPenney 
location in Northgate Mall on 
Wednesday, Feb. 4 from 6 to 8 p.m. 
-Pete Holtermnnn 
Muskies drop two straight 
BY MATT BARBER 11-2, andtheBearcC).tsdidnotmake ecute well," 
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR their first field goal until almost six said Xavier. 
minutes into the contest. head coach 
After winning four ofits pre- Nikki Kremer' s three-pointer M e l a n i e 
vious five games, the Xavier with 10:39 remaining in the first Balcomb. 
women's team is in a small slump, .. half gave Xavier a 20-11 lead and F o r -
dropping its last two contests. The spurned Cincinnati to call a time ward Connie· .. 
Musketeers (12-8, 7-3 in the Atlan- out. UC broke their huddle and Hamberg,·. 
tic 10) lost a close gam~ to cross- went on an 8-0 run to climb within XU' s only se-
town rival Cincinnati (15-5) in a one of the Musketeers. nior, made the 
non-conference game this past Foul trouble forced XU to sit most of her 
Wednesday and to A-10 West lead- four of its starters for the majority of last Shootout, 
ing Duquesne (16-4, 9-2) on Satur- the first half in order to save them leading the · . 
day. for the end of the game. Conse- team with her · · 
The Skyline Chili Crosstown quently, the entire bench saw action 24 points, a 
Shootout was as exciting a game as in the first 20 minu.tes of the game. career high, 
could have been hoped for by the The Bearcats took advantage of and seven re-
record crowd of 2,361 who packed XU' s absent starters and grabbed a bounds, four 
Schmidt Fieldhouse. For the first seven point lead that Xavier cut to ofwhichcame 
time in awhile both Xavier and UC three at the end of the first half, on the offen-
boasted women's teams that were which ended with the Musketeers siveendofthe 
both having successful.seasons. down 35-32. court. Kremer 
The Musketeers controlled the With its starters back in
1 
ended the con- Nikki Kremer moves the ball upcourt against a 
game's early going right from the Xavier began to pick up its play in test with 15 · Cincinnati defender. 
tip. XU built up a nine-point lead, the second half, building up a 51-45 points, tying a career high for her. missed all 16 of their three-point 
lead with 12:18 left in the game. On Saturday, XU traveled to attempts, tying a rather ignomini-
However, Cincinnati adjusted and. Pittsburgh for an A-10 contest ous NCAA record. 
stormed back to tie thegame at 53, against Duquesne. Xavier.stayed ThelossputsXavierinathree-
and then took a 56-53 lead that they . close in the first half, as the. Dukes way tie for second place in the At-
would never relinquish with little took a 39-33 at the half. 111 the lantic lOWestDivision, with George 
more than eight minutes remaining. second half they outscored Xavier Washington and Virginia Tech. XU 
The Musketeers stayed within by 13 points and dominated many .has six conference games to go. ' 
striking distance for the rest ofthe aspects of the game, winning 80-61. Next up for Xavier is a home 
game, but missed shots underneath Xavier was lead by Jonelle game againstLa Salle (10-10, 4-6) 
and missed free throws down the Riley's 11 points, a career high for on Friday at 7 p.m., and then a trip to 
stretchdoomedXaviertoitssecond thenormallydefensivemindedsmall Virginia Tech (13-7, 7-3) for an 
straight Shootout loss, 78-72. forward, and forward Kim Hotz's away garrieonMonday. Both games 
"They gptin a rhythm, and we seven rebounds. Hotz also had 10 are A-10 matches and are crucial to 




Are you looking for a challenging and rewarding management career opportunity? Then look to the FA~S Grc~up, Inc. We · 
provide financial, credit and administrative services for all divisions of Federated Department Stores, Inc. mcludmg Macy's, 
Lazarus, Bloomingdale's, Burdines, The Bon Marche, Rich's, Goldsmith's and Stern's as well.as other companies. · 
Our Executive Development Program (EDP) has been designed to put you on the fast track for management career success. You 
provide independent thinking arid leadership potential and we'll provide training, supervisory/interpersonal skill development · 
and much more. As part of the program, you'll receive extensive classroom and on-the-job training along with the opportunity 
to rotate within some of the following areas: · 
• Systems Development •Benefits • Risk Management 
• Credit Marketing • Human Resources • Telemarketing 
• Customer Service • Credit Granting • Collections 
. • Employee Services 
IAt FACS, we've created an environment that will bring out the best in you. You'll find.the 
atmosphere casual and open with a sense of camaraderie and cohesive teamwork. We offer 
a competitive salary/benefits·package and the opportunity for advancement. . 
If you are graduati11g in May/June of 1998-DiscoverFACS! We will be interviewing for 
our Cincinnati location on campus the following dates: · 
Information Session Interviews 
Date: February 18, 1998 
Tlrne: 5:30 - 7:00 PM 
Location: OKI Room 
Date:. FE1bruary 19, 1998 
Sign up: Career Services. Office 





9111 Duke Blvd. 
Mason, OH 45040 
www.federated-fds.com' 
Equal Opportunity For All 
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1vERSl0NS 
"Take those acid-wash jeans/ Bell bottom designed by 
yo' mamalOff! Please?'' . 
..;,__ De La Soul, "Take It Off' 
-DIVERSIONS FEATURE-
'Wheels' spin toward success 
BY STEVE SMITH 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
The Chicago based record la-
bel Aware Recor_ds prides itself in 
its slogan "The future of music, 
now!," and when Aware i:ecording 
artist Nineteen Wheels takes to the 
stage Friday at Ripley's in Clifton, 
those in attendance will witness ex-
actly that: The future of music now. 
The East Lansing, Mich., 
quartet that calls themselves Nine-
teen Wheels, is the first project of a 
recent deal that Aware has signed 
with major-label Columbia Records. 
The deal was set up to help 
alleviate some of the pressures felt 
by both labels and bands to have an 
instant .hit in order to achieve suc-
cess. With Aware strong in recog-
nizing talent and grassroots follow-
ing, and Columbia able to provide 
the nurturing and support of a major 
label, the recipe for success seems 
to have been built. 
The deal works like this: 
"Baby bands" will initially be re-
leased through:Aware/RED;Sony1s 
independent distribution arm. Once 
the baby band reaches a certain level 
of sales, they will move up to A ware/ 
Columbia. 
The first band to go through 
the process will beNineteen Wheels. 
"They (Nineteen Wheels) are 
a great rock band," says Mark 
Cunningham, who does radio pro-
motions at Aware. "They represent 
everything we're about. They're 
willing to tour extensively, they're 
Nineteen Wheels 
dedicated to their music and in it for release six ways from sunday and 
the long term, they are great guys, the awareness is intensified when 
and they're .in it for the right rea- they are witnessed liv·e. 
sons. We couldn't be happier." "We wanted to put together. 
- "Thedealisreallysmart,"said an album that sounds diverse with 
Wheels frontman Chris Johnston. songs that are diverse," said Johnston 
"We' re excited aboutthe process. It from his Michigan home. "Sort ofa 
fits well with how we've worked. consistency with diversity. That 
"We've always been a grass way it leaves things open for new 
roots band and taken care of our- material we're working on." 
selves," continued Johnston. "Ma- .. ·.· Johnston'swords rfog true 
for·fabels have begun to sign t00 · when Iisteiiilliifo stxwa~s: R.ockers • 
·many bands and trying the shotgun like "Colorado" .. (the first single) 
approach, whereanythingthatsticks and "13 Seconds to Burn," are built 
works. solidly on strong vocals; well placed 
"Bands and labels have started drum beats, and fitting guitar riffs. 
to realize that without a little back- But it is the slower tracks like 
ground, careers are lasting less. This "Eyesore" and "Settin' Sun" that 
fits us as a band and gives things a best demonstrate the bands talents. 
much better chance to work." As is the case with most bands, 
So, what makes Nineteen Nineteen Wheels cannot truly be 
Wheels so special? appreciated until seen or heard live, 
That question is easily an- . which c9nveniently can be accom-
swered with a listen to their first plished Friday at Riple_Y' s. 
-FILM REVIE.'W-
Good grades for 'Hunting' 
BY DAN FUREY 
DIVERSIONS WRITER 
As we dive into February and 
the remaining winter months drag 
on, good entertainment becomes 
essential in keeping us all sane. 
One way to escape the always 
agonizing second act of winter is by 
venturing out to the movies. Oscar · 
night is just around the corner and 
the cinema has never been as packed Robin Williams and Matt Damon star in "Good Will Hunting. "· 
with high quality films. "Good Will Hunting" is not award as best screenwriters. 
You can .find yourself · only a superb piece of film-making, . Also starring iii the film are -
wrapped up in a comic:al presiden- butalsoamemorablemovieexperi- MinnieDriverandthetalentedRobin 
tial scandal in "Wag the Dog" or ence that will leave yo~ thinking Williams, whoplaysoneofhismost 
cringing at the chilling sights and about everything from advanced· memorable parts to date. 
sounds of "Titanic's" disastrous calculus equations to the even more · The film . is directed by the 
destiny: complicated game of life. veteran filmmaker Gus Van Sant 
Although the winter.movies MattDamonandBenAffleck who has broughfcharacter driven 
are packed with big, stars and di~ wrote and star in this year's most stories to the screen for years with 
verse story line~. only one film is pleasantsurprise. Thefilmreceived such movies as "Drugstore Cow-
filled .·with enough heartwllfmip.g . aimmberofGolden Globe nomina-· boy"and ''':f'o Die For.'' . 
originaHty to h~at lip the coldest of ti.Cins 'that producecfa winner for 
·_, wintetnights. . Damon and .Affleck, who won the . continuedonpage.12. ' . .... ' ._ ., ,·' .. 
the details 
Ticklin' the ivories 
Ken Noda, classical pianist, will perform for the Xavier 
Classical Piano Series on. Sunday, Feb. 8 at 2:30 p.m. in the 
University Center Theatre. 
Noda is musical assistant toJanies Levine attheMetropoli-
tan Opera. He began his work there in 1991, after he retired from 
a full-time performing career as a concert pianist. 
Noda will perform pieces· by Schubert, Brahms, Chopin, 
and Schumann. 
Tickets are $14 and $16. For more information, please call 
745-3161. 
And the Winner is ... 
The coutdown to the Grammys has begun at myLAUNCH, 
www.mylaunch.com, the online music community, and they are 
asking music lovers to predict who will win in the top 15 Grammy 
nominee categories. 
All are welcome to participate, and the winner receives 
$2,000 worth of their favorite CDs. · 
The categories myLAUNCH participants can vote on in-
clude: Record, Song, and Album of the year, Best...New Artist, 
Pop Album, Rock Album, R&B Album, Rap Album, Country 
Album, Jazz Contemporary Performance, Jazz Instrumental Per-
formance (individual or group), Contemporary Blues Album, Hard 
Rock Performance, Metal Performance, and Alternative Perfor-
mance. 
The contest runs from Feb. I until the Grammys begin on 
Feb. 25. 
In Stores 
The following titles are scheduled for. release Feb. 10: 
Dirty Three, Ocean Songs (Touch and Go)... Feeder, 
Polythene (Elektra) ... GPWU (with members of the original Wu-
Tang Cla~). Don't Go Against the Grain (MCA) ... James Iha (of. 
the Smashing Pumpkins),Let It Come Down (Virgin) ... Alannah 
Myles, Arrival (Ark 21) ... Pizzicato Five, Remix Album (Mata-
dor)... Sugarsmack, Tank Top City (Sire)... 'J.'he Williams 
Fairey Band, Acid Brass (Mute):.. VA, Blues Brothers 2000 
(Universal) ... 
... all dates are tentative. 










· Saturday, Feb. 7 
Ellis Paul 





. Sunday, Feb. 8 
Todd Rundgren 
@Bogart's 
The Delta 72 





Memories of Barber Mack 
(Island Jamaica Jazz) 
With their second album, the Philadel- The album American Lesion has been a According to Jamaican folk history, 
phia quartet, The Delta 72, have truly cap- long time in the making, but was well worth Barber Mack (Rudolph McDonald) to whom -
tured the hard-driving, sly-grooving feel of - the wait. This album combines a familiar this CD is dedicated, was a barber by day and 
their live show. voice with emotional lyrics that should make a mento sax player by night. 
Much like an old James Brown revue, it into a hit. : Memories of Barber Mack is a disc as 
The Soul of a New Machine ebbs and flows Greg Graffin, a former member ofBad colorful as the l&gend and the man, himself. 
beautifully-going- from 90 mile-an-hour Religion; wrote, performed, produced, and Ranglin's-guitar, accompanied by drums, pi-
groove trains to sexy, slow numbers. mixed all of the songs on the album. Graffin ano, acoustic bass and various percussion, 
The blueprint is punk rock and older claims that the songs "constitute a more emo- has its own personality-jumping from the 
R&B. At times it is aggressive, but in a way tional side of me."_ bubbly, irregular "For Juni" (his wife), to the 
that pulls the listener into the combustion - Graffiniscorrectindescribingthetracks rhythmic title track. 
rather than a simple attack on the ears. of American Lesion as emotional. All of the This disc is easy to listen to and full of 
The Delta 72 are a highly dynamic, tracks combine to produce a packed album on Jamaican flavor. At times the music seems to 
complimentary group. Witness the stop-on- the theme of "Our National Heritage." tell a story (although there a~e no words), but 
a-dime tempo change in Introduction (part American Lesion begins the album with it can get a little repetitive if you try to 
2)." their best. "Opinion," the first track, is by far 'actively' listen to it. The best bet is to allow 
They also know how to accentuate-their the best of the songs. This song goes above it to be background music for studies, hob-
- songs in thestudio-as vibes, horns and synths and beyond all of the others because of the hies, or chores. 
are dropped in for added texture. dry, heartfelt voice of Graffin combined with Ranglin and his band are master musi-
The Sou_l ofaNew Machine challenges the energetic and fire-filled music. cians, and Memories ofBarber Mack is a 
our inhibitions ta, hear music in a way that we The remainder of the tracks, especially _-_-·wonderful way to experience a little extra-
may have' forgotten (or never learned). Like "When lf ail" and "The Elements "·combine •i<AII1erican culture. 
funk, it is truly music as a unified piece. · lyrics ofwisdom with melodies delightfui to · : --- - - -Lauren Mosko 





'Will' passes test 
continuedfroin page 11 
"Good Will Hunting" tracks 
the life of Will Hunting (Matt 
Damon) who is a gifted genius who 
fails to apply any of his God-given 
talents. He privately enjoys reading 
in his run-down home in the south 
side of Boston, but instead of going 
to a prestigious school he works for. 
one; 
Working as the janitor at 
M.l.T., he is quickly discovered by 
a professor who makes a deal with 
him that saves Will from going to 
jail because of a run.:.in he had with 
the cops. Will and his buddies spend 
most of their time hanging out in 
their hometown where they frequent 
bars anp. trouble. 
Working with the professor, courtesy Miramax Films 




Loaded with a simple beat and blurred 
guitar strums, The Devlins eagerly invite lis-
teners to become -instant endorsers of their 
soft pop style. 
Waiting is an enticing effort to follow 
their 1993 Capitol release Drift. The brothers 
(Colin and Peter Devlin) offer an elegantly 
intimate collection of songs that could quickly 
earn them star status. _ 
There is one thing to be noted about this_ 
disc, though. Don't·expect to be instantly 
lured in. 
Waiting takes its time to earn a listener's 
whole-hearted attention, but once entrapped, 
few will escape the talents of this trio (Sean 
Devitt plays drums) from Dublin. 
The title track is soft, yet catchy and 
should serve as the hook that catches the fan. 
The first single offthe album, "Heaven's 
Wait," is assuredlythe lure, though that will 
draw rave reviews.-_ Both tracks are perfect 
compliments of the album, which plays strong 
from _beginning to end. 
-Steve Smith 
· Diversions Editor 
experiences that will change his life -and gives the film a sincere roman- _ yourhighesti~c!ividualpotentialand 
forever. Robin Williams plays ti_c twist. to· never be· afraid of what could 
Will'scounselorw_homusthelp Will All of the characters and fac- happen if you -follow your heart. 
find himself and teach him to tap at tors that surround Will become his "Good Will Hunting" exemplifies 
his potential. The most memorable - greatest assets as he tries to find _ these important words of wisdom in 
scenes in the film involve Damon hjmselfthroughoutthecourseofthe _ a genuine manner that makes the 
Call todayl!! Spate is limitetl 
and Williams, who both give touch- film; . ____ - _ .- _ -_ film a-must-see. · 
ing performances. , In an interview-at1fre Golden _ -.. -- If you have not already gone 
Minnie Driver portrays a Globes, both Damon and Affleck outandseenthefilm,lguaranteethe. 
Harvard student from Britain that explained their success by advising experience will be worth more than 





". · . ._ -E~T, DRil'S.K & HE MERRY- . 
No Betm Italian:· A little piece· of Italy in ML Lookout 
may be: disappointed. What you moderately priced from $6.95- Betta's marinara sauce is a filledfantasies-perfectwithacup 
will find instead is a simple dining $13.95_. perfect blend of spices-neither too of cappuccino or espresso. 
area, deli shop counter, tempting We· chose Stuffed . Shells sweet nor lacking in zest. · . When Betta DeLuca opened 
BY LYNN SHANAHAN 
DIVERSIONS WRITER 
desert case, and friendly service.. ($6.95), Manicotti ($6.95), and The last dish, the Chicken herrestaurantalmostfouryearsago, 
Our server promptly took our Chicken -Parmigiano ($7 .95). In Parmigiano, was served with a salad she wanted• to make sure . that she 
Some people may think that order and did so with such eilthusi- about 1 O minutes our dinner arrived and a side of spaghetti. This tender had a hand in everything that passed 
. they need to- travel thousands of asm, you would have thought we and smelled ouiof this world. cut of chicken.lightly fried and through her kitchen. I assure you, 
miles to enjoy authentic Italian cui- were old frierids of the family. After a few minutes we all topped with melted mozzarella, is whether it is her marinara sauce or 
sine. Little ~o they know that Betta My two dining companions nodded in agreement; this food was enough to satisfy any hunger. tirarnisu, DeLuca personally pre-
DeLuca has brought Italy to Mt. chatted endlessly about the menu · wonderful. My only complaint, which my pares each entree. 
Lookout Square in the form of and commented .on how good ev- TheManicotti is stuffed with companions shared, is that more So, if you want to be ser-
Betta' s Italian Cuisine. . erything sounded. As I perused the a ricotta cheese mixture which· is bread needs to be served with the enacted with Italian· music or view 
DeLuca, .. who is _both the menu,lsawthatthepricerange was dense and tasty.- The Stuffed Shells meal. murals of Italy's ports, do so while 
ownerand a native of Naples, Italy, extremely affordable. arejust as pleasing. The shells are For those who like to end a having an enjoyable meal in Mt. 
presentsanimpressivemenuofqual- Tpeappetizerssoundedheav- firm, which is a nice change from heartyltaliandinnerwithsomething Lookout Square. Betta's provides 
.ity food to Cincinnati residents. If enly, with choices_ such irs Baked themushynoodlesservedelsewhere. sweet, I would suggest the home- wonderful food and an ambience 
you are looking for a stereotypical Brie ($5.99) andBruschetta ($5.95). While the above mentioned made Tiramisu. This can be found which is comfortable and unpreten-
Italian restaurant with checkered Sandwiches ranged from dishes are superb, both- could use a on the dessert menu along with tious. 
tablecloths and dark lighting, you $4.50-$6.25, while dinners were . little more sauce. cheesecakeandotherassortedsugar-
Call x28.78. 
, ,_ -~~c~-~X .P'?P;~~flLPt?JTI~.~~~Jfriday _Night. Fever 
The.best of'70s, '80s, '90s: darice music 
Every Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! Free 
Admission forthe ladies in before 1 lpm 
Every Sunday - SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER 
The home of the best disco in town 
Every Fri. &.Sun. $1~00 Drinks 





4 7 6 Woodburn. - 6 bdrm 
·3639 Brooks - 6 bdrm. 




the Uniform People. 
NOW HIRING 
All Shifts 
Part Time & Full Time 
* Embroidery Machine Operators 
· * Garment Preparation/Packing 
* Order Picking 
* Art Department/Logo Designers 
Great .work environment! Flexible 
schedules based on YOUR need! Starting 
pay as high as $8.75 per hour. Weekend 
hours available. Incentive pay, medical/ 
· dental/401 (k), profit sharing·, paid holidays 
and more! · 
Come to our application center located at 
6800 Cintas Blvd., just off I-71 Western 
Row Rd., across from Kings Island. Open 
BAM to 4:30PM to fill out an application. · 
For more information call 57 3-4207. EOE 
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign. up develop the leader§hip 
for ROTC as a freshman skills and self-confi-
or sophomore, you can dence y:ou need to 
· · catch up this summer by succeed in college and 
attending Army ROTC beyond. And you may 
Camp Challenge, a paid .. qualify for advanced 
five-week COUrSe in cEADERSH1p Officer training when 
leadership. · ' you return to campus 
Apply. now! You'll next fall. 
EXCELLENC~ 
ARMY.ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit St Barbara Hall or call 
745-1062 
·.··A ·TT ·e N T I 0 N 
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS! 
HOMECOMING THEME CONTEST 
Unite the Student & Alumni Themes 
for the upcoming, 
November 21, 199~ 
Homecoming! 
WIN $100 
If your theme· is selected! 
All entries wi.n a prize! 
. Fill out the entry form below and return to the box 





Please return to the box outside the SAC office. by 2/10/98 
Questions? Call The National Alumni Association 745-1091 
·wednedly 
February 4. 
The ever so famous Interna-
tional Coffee Hour is in the Romero 
Center at 3:30 p.m. Now is your 
chance to get some. hot coffee to 
warm you up on these cold days if 
you have not gone yet. 
The sexes will battle out who 
is the better artist. Win, Lose, or 
Draw will be the means of finding 
out who can use the marker best. 
Find out in the grill from 4-7 p.m. 
MeettheDelta SigmaPi Chap-
ter. All freshmen, sophmore, and 
junior business majors are invited to 
meet the current members and find 
· out just what it takes to be a brother 
in the fraternity. Show them what 
you're made of at 5 p.m. in Alter 
218. Refreshments will be served. 
The Biology Club is bringing 
in some wild cats from the Cincin-
nati Zoo for their Cat Show. See 
these cats and learn fascinating in-
formation about .them in Kelley 
friday 
·February 6 
After a long days work~ Thank 
VanGogh It's Friday is at the Cin-
cinnati Art Museum. QI02 will 
have music, food, and fun at 5:30 
p.m. to help you wind down. 
The women's basketball team 
wants you at their game in the 
fieldhouse at 7 p.m. With your 
support, they will win against 
LaSalle, but that is only possible 
with all of your support. So join 
them before you join the bartender: 
If you bought a ticket to the 
·SAC River of Dreams formal boat 
dinner/dance, you must be on the 
buses at 6:3o' p.m. Try not to get 
seasick, they might get the wrong 
idea. · 
Bro. Pryor will be introduc-
ing and discussing "The Wicker 
Maµ'," as part of the visions of God 
in Film series. It's a free movie at 
7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. 
Auditorium from 6-8 P·~· ... . . . .. Motown) Temptations .. and 
<::"' -.:-Four Tops arit o~ck and at:tiie 
Paula Cole will be.playing at·~ Aronoff Center at 8 p.m. 
Bogart's at 8 p.m. If you won't be 
able to see her, read the review of · Recommendedconcertofthe 
her show in next week's Newswire. ·· week by the Diversions editor:•·· 19 
Dana's daily special is the $3 
domestic beer pitcher. It's a great 
deal, approxirriatly 6 beers for $3 is 
. 50 cents a beer. 
thursday 
February 5 
"These are the days ... " 
For all graduating Seniors: 
YOU HAVE 100 DAYS UNTIL 
GRADUATION! (:positive com-
ment: Make the days count, don't 
count the days!) · 
. Jennifer Trynin is playing at 
Bogart's at 8 p.m. 
"Othello" is at the Aronoff 
Center until Feb. 22. 
Tom JOnes is the man, and 
you have the opp6rtunity to see him: 
That is, if you can get into the Grand . · 
Victoria Casino and Resort in Indi-
ana. All those Xavier girls that have · 
his CD will be there, and so should 
you. 
Wheels. This Aware bland is play-
ing at Ripley's. p,. new sound for 
those sick of the overplayed. 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
Within walklng distance of cam-
pus. 991 Dana, 8 bedrooms, 3 baths. 
1612 Dana, 4 bedrooms. Call 321-
0043 or 241-9421 
100 INSTRUCTORS/ 
COUNSELORS NEEDED 
Coed sleepaway camp. Poeono 
Mountains, Penn. Over 60 land/water 
activities. Good salary/tips! (908)689-
3339 . 
(www.campcayuga.com) 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 
Earn $500-$1,000 weekly stuff· 
ing envelopes. For details - RUSH $1 
withSASEto:GROUP5,6547NAcad· 
emy Blvd°. Dept. N, Colorado Springs, . 
Colo. 80918. 
HELP WANT.ED 
. Merrill Lynch is looking for part· 
time (evenings & Saturday) marketing 
assistants. Call 791-5700 .. 
This is the deadline to sign-up 
at Campus Ministry for the trip to 
the Islamic Center of Greater Cin-
cinnati. The trip leaves at 2:30 p.m. 
on Feb. IO. 
"I've got sunshine on a cloudy 
day. When it's cold outside, I've 
got the month of May." 
saturday 
February 7 
"Drove downtown in the rain." 
KickoffBlackHistory Month 
with BSA and OMA. They will be 
hosting a party to celebrate the won-
derful achievements of the African 
American culture in the grill from 
IO a.m.-4 p.m. 
Only 38 days until we eel-
. ebrateSt. Patri~k' s day. The luck of 
the Irish will help any of those who 
may have a class that Tuesday night, 
especially if you have a midterm. 
sun day 
February 8 
For all those who· are getting 
married and those who like to have 
fun by pretending, Bridal Fair 9? is 
here. Spend the day picking out· 
. hideous dresses to make your friends 
wear in front of hundreds of people 
atthe Savin Convention Center from 
IO a.m.-4 p~m. 
Ivan. Moravec is playing in 
the University Center Theatre as 
part of the classical piano series. 
This is a special concert, therefore, 
it is only $5. It begins at 2:30 p,m .. 
. The men's basketball team is 
happy to be home after all of the 
traveling they have done. Though 
they have done a fine job on the 
road, it is al ways nice to come home 
to the Gardens, and more important, 
to you, the fans. UMass will be 
jealous when they see how loyal we 
are to our inen at 3:30 p.m. 
. "1 •. : 
· Todd Rundren would be a ran-
dom concert for you to see. With 
Join the local Irishmen for a nothing els~ to do, you can go to his 
night of}rish music and dancing. show at Bogart's, home of some of 
· TfieceilfiSat 7:30p.m. attheEmory · the best concerts you will ever see. 
Theatre in Over-the-Rhine. This may be one of the best. Find 
out at 8 p.m. 
The Cincinnati Symphony · 
Orchestra will be hosting Jaime 
Laredo as a guest conductor and 
violinist. . They play at the Music 
Hall at 8 p.m. 
Yciu have 20 days till spring 
break if: 1) you are going some-




FIT & PIT days and evenings. 
We are looking for good people with 




. Credit Card fund raisers for frater-
nities, sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to $1,000 by 
earning a whopping $5NISA applica-
. tion. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Quali-




Membership Assistants and 
Summer Groundsperson. Member-
ship Assistants mornings, evenings, 
weekends. Ideal.for students. Must 
be outgoing, organized, enthusiastic. 
Groundsperson must be dependable 
with strong attention to detail. Flex-
ible Hours. Plese call 761-7500, ex-
tension 237 (Membership Assistants) 




1) One to five individually private 
rooms"dormatory-style.• 
2) Rooms are for one or-two 
semesters, which are occupied by Xavier 
students; consequently, will be 
available for viewing January and Feb-
ruary of 1998. 
3) Kitchen and dining area ac-
cessible; with the use of refrigerator 
and stove. 
4) All utilities furnished; includ~ · 
Ing heat and air-conditioning. 
5) Each student responsible for 




BAHAMAS PARTY CRUISE! 
6 days $2791 Includes Meals, 
Parties & Truces. Great Beaches & 





Mortar Board is hosting an 
A VOC speaker in Kelley Audito-
rium. The speaker was infected by 
the AIDS virus from her fiance. 
Listen to her story at 1 :30 p.m. It is 
free. 
Make sure you catch part of 
the action in Mt. Adams for Mardi 
Gras. It is going on until Feb. 11, · 
just a couple of weeks before the 
real action in New Orleans. Gather 
your beads to decorate your room, 
and be safe. 
tuesday 
February 10 
Join your fellow students for 
a visit to the Islamic Center of 
Greater Cincinnati. The bus leaves 
at2:30p.m'.fortheeducational field 
trip. Have a great time. · 
"The King and I" is playing at 
the Aronoff Center through Feb. 22. 
Watch the Jocal and national 
news. Catch up on all current events. 
You will appear to be more intelli-
gent than you normally allow people 
to believe, 'and you wm feel better 
about yourself. 
Have a great week! 
CAMPTAKAJO 
for Boys, on Long Lake, Naples, 
Maine. Noted for picturesque location, 
exceptional facilities, and outstanding 
programs. June22-Aug.23. Over100 
counselor positions in tennis, baseball, 
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, street 
hockey, roller hockey, swimming, sail-
ing, canoeing, waterskiing, scuba, ar-
chery, riflery; weight training, journal· 
ism, photography, video, woodwork-
. ing, ceramics, crafts, fine arts, nature 
study, radio & electronics, dramatics, 
piano accompianist,. music instrumen-
talist/band director, backpacking, 
rockclimbing, whitewater canoeing, 
ropes ·course Instructor, general (w/ 
youngest boys), secretarial, kitchen 
staff. Call Mike Sherbun at 1-800-250-
8252 for further details and/or true re-
sume to 513·697-0711. 
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK! 
Panama City! Roorn with Kitchen 
$1291 Florida's new hotspot - South 
Beach $1291 Bars open until 5 a.m.I 




sale at Highland Ridge Plaza on 
Ridge Road. You have until Sunday 
to save big on your favorite J. Crew 
clothes. 
ClassiCicds .arc $_05 per VV"ord vv:ith.a $5_0() ,· 
n-iinin-.un-._ T<...; place~ cl.assiricd., call the . 
advertising dcp.ar-trncnt at 745-3561.-
~~ -
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4, S, AND.6.BEDROOM 'HOUSES .I 
' . . 
·- ' . 
l, 2, AND 3 .BEDROOM . 
"APARTMENTS .. 
NEWLY REMODLED·OFF-STREET 
PARKING 5 MIN. WALK 
•••••••• • 111 ••••••••••••••••••••• . . . . 
• • • • • 
AVAILABLE FOR THE 
1998. SCHOOL YEAR 
• • • • 
• . . . .
• • ........................ ~ ...... . 
. "CJ~LL ·N<IIIZ.E · 
. .· 8"'7'.1.~2693 ' 
. . 




AND GET A 
$5,.000 .BONUS. 
Qualify to train with the 
Army Reserve, and we1lmake 
it worth your while in more 
ways than one. 
· You11getuptoa$5,000 
bonus. And you11 earn more 
than $18,000 during a standard 
enlistment And on top of this . 
you might be eligible to receive 
.over $7,000 more for continuing 
education and even qualifyto 
have a federally insured student 
loan repaid. •. · . - · 
All this could be yours for 
serving only parttim~usu- . 
·ally orie weekend a month plus 
two weeks' Annual Training. 
Think about it. 
Then think about us. 
Then call: 
. 513-731-4400 
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